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Abstract. Predictions of the recently developed paleoclassical transport model are compared with data from
many toroidal plasma experiments: electron heat diﬀusivity in DIII-D, C-Mod and NSTX ohmic and near-ohmic
plasmas; transport modeling of DIII-D ohmic-level discharges and of the RTP ECH “stair-step” experiments with
eITBs at low order rational surfaces; investigation of a strong eITB in JT-60U; H-mode Te edge pedestal properties
in DIII-D; and electron heat diﬀusivities in non-tokamak experiments (NSTX/ST, MST/RFP, SSPX/spheromak).
The radial electron heat transport predicted by the paleoclassical model is found to agree with a wide variety of
ohmic-level experimental results and to set the lower limit (within a factor ∼ 2) for the radial electron heat trans-
port in most resistive, current-carrying toroidal plasmas – unless it is exceeded by ﬂuctuation-induced transport,
which often occurs in the edge of L-mode plasmas and when the electron temperature is high ( >∼ T crite  B2/3a¯1/2
keV) because then paleoclassical transport becomes less than gyro-Bohm-level anomalous transport.
1. Introduction
A new model for an irreducible minimum level of radial electron heat transport, the paleoclassical
model, was introduced at the 2004 IAEA meeting [1a]; its basic features [1b] and details [1c] are now
published. The key hypothesis of the model is that in resistive, current-carrying toroidal plasmas elec-
tron guiding centers diﬀuse radially with thin annuli of poloidal magnetic ﬂux on the magnetic (“skin”)
diﬀusion time scale. This key hypothesis was originally motivated phenomenologically [1c]; recently, a
“ﬁrst principles” derivation of it has been developed [2]. This paper carries the initially encouraging
comparisons with experimental data [1a] to a higher level via a number of more detailed comparisons
of paleoclassical electron heat transport with data from a variety of toroidal plasma experiments. It
also seeks to determine the situations (mainly ohmic-level plasmas and in the cooler plasma edge) where
paleoclassical radial electron heat transport is dominant. Most comparisons are with well-characterized,
previously published experimental data. In general, “typical best case” comparisons are shown in the
ﬁgures; the text comments on other comparisons and in particular cases where the paleoclassical model
does not represent the data well. The main comparisons are between the radial electron heat diﬀusivities
predicted by the paleoclassical model and those inferred from “power balance” analyses; since typical
error bars in both the theory [1] and experimental data analysis are of order a factor of two, agreement
within this margin will be considered satisfactory. Some dynamic modeling tests are also performed.
2. Brief Summary Of Paleoclassical Model
The paleoclassical radial electron heat transport to be added to the right of an electron energy balance
equation, and the implied radial electron heat diﬀusivity χpce and magnetic ﬁeld diﬀusivity Dη are [1a,1c]
−〈∇ · Qpce 〉 =
M + 1
V ′
∂2
∂ρ2
(
V ′
ηnc‖
µ0a¯2
3
2
neTe
)
, χpce ≡
3
2
(M + 1)Dη, Dη ≡
ηnc‖
µ0
∼ η0
µ0
≡ 1400Zeﬀ
Te(eV)3/2
, (1)
in which ηnc‖ is the neoclassical parallel resistivity, the unity in M + 1 represents the axisymmetric
contribution [1c], and the helical multiplier M and average minor radius a¯ are [1a,1c]
M =
min{max, λe, n◦}
πR¯ q
 1
πR¯ q
1
1/λe + 1/max
,
1
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2κ2
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Figure 1: DIII-D electron heat diﬀusivity in
ohmic-level beta-scan discharge: analysis (gray),
paleo (blue), sawtooth (shaded).
Figure 2: DIII-D electron heat diﬀusivity in Lin-
ear Ohmic Conﬁnenment (LOC) regime: analysis
(green), paleo (red), 2×paleo (blue).
The formulas after the  indicate the usually applicable smoothing formula for M and an approximate
formula for elliptical cross-section plasmas with κ ≡ b/a ≥ 1. Further, λe  1.2×1016Te(eV)2/neZeﬀ is
the electron collision length and max is the length over which magnetic ﬁeld lines diﬀuse radially [1a,1c]:
max = πR¯q nmax, nmax = (πδ¯e|q′|)−1/2; max{nmax} = (π2δ¯2e |q′′|)−1/3, when |q′|  0. (3)
Here, δ¯e ≡ c/ωpa¯ is the normalized em skin depth. Limits of the paleoclassical diﬀusivity are
collisionless
λe>max χ
pc
e =
3
2
ηnc‖
µ0
nmax,
collisional
max>λe>πR¯q χ
pc
e =
3
2
vTe
πR¯q
c2
ω2p
ηnc‖
η0
,
edge
πR¯q>λe>πR χ
pc
e 
103 Zeﬀ
Te(eV)3/2
. (4)
Because χpce scales with magnetic ﬁeld diﬀusivity Dη = η
nc
‖ /µ0, it scales as a¯
1/2T
−3/2
e in the collision-
less regime and decreases as Te increases. In contrast, drift-wave-type instabilities (ITG, DTEM, ETG)
induce micro-turbulence and anomalous heat transport, which scale with the gyro-Bohm coeﬃcient [1c]
χgBe  f#3.2Te(keV)3/2A1/2i /a¯B2, that increase as Te increases. While the coeﬃcient f# is in general not
well quantiﬁed, ITG simulations often ﬁnd χe/χi <∼ 1/3 and experimental results from TCV [3] indicate
f# <∼ 1/3, for all R/LTe. Using f#  1/3, we can anticipate [1a] that, roughly speaking, below some Te,
Te ≤ T crite  B(T)2/3 a¯(m)1/2 keV, paleoclassical electron heat transport is dominant? (5)
Thus, we explore transport comparisons mainly in lower Te ohmic-level and edge plasmas.
3. DIII-D Conﬁnement Region Electron Heat Transport Comparisons
Comparisons of paleoclassical predictions with χpbe ≡ 〈Qe·∇V 〉/(−ne∇Te·∇V ) experimental “power
balance” analysis data are most appropriate in the conﬁnement region of tokamak plasmas, 0.4 <∼ ρ <∼ 0.9
— because sawteeth often occur for ρ <∼ 0.4 and transport data typically have large uncertainties for
ρ >∼ 0.9. In the conﬁnement region, tokamak plasmas are usually in the “collisionless” paleoclassical
regime [1] where max dominates in (2) and M = nmax ∼ 10. Comparisons of χpce with experimental χpbe
data from 6 of the base ohmic-level [Te(0.4) <∼ T crite ∼ 1–1.35 keV] discharges in DIII-D beta [4a] and
collisionality [4b] scans show reasonable agreement [5] — similar proﬁles and plasma parameter scaling,
and usually within a factor of about 2 in magnitude [but low by a factor ∼ 3 for low collisionality where
Te(0.4) >∼ T crite ], except near the edge. A “typical best case” comparison is shown in Fig. 1. Here, χpce
decreases toward the edge (ρ >∼ 0.8 in Fig. 1) because the collision length λe becomes less than max
and one transitions to the “collisional” (Alcator scaling) paleoclassical regime where M = λe/πR¯q and
χpce ∝ T 1/2e /neq. The increase of χpbe with ρ there could be caused by anomalous plasma transport induced
by resistive ballooning modes (RBMs) [6] in this Te <∼ 300 eV region of these ohmic L-mode plasmas.
Figure 2 shows a similar comparison for a DIII-D plasma in the Linear Ohmic Conﬁnement (LOC)
regime [7] where τE ∼ ne and one would expect [1] to be in the collisional (Alcator-scaling) regime; while
the agreement is reasonable over the critical region (for overall energy conﬁnement) of 0.5 <∼ ρ <∼ 0.8, this
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Figure 3: Proﬁle of χe just before a sawtooth
crash in DIII-D bean-shaped plasma [9].
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Figure 4: Average χe decays between sawtooth
crashes: analysis (green), paleo (blue dashed) [9].
plasma is only marginally in the paleoclassical collisional regime there. A comparison in a higher den-
sity Saturated Ohmic Conﬁnement (SOC) discharge, in which ITG turbulence was inferred to be present
[7], found χpce to be in the right range, but with the wrong (collisional) proﬁle over this same radial region.
Dynamic ONETWO modeling of all these DIII-D discharges (from ρ = 0.9 inward) using the paleo-
classical transport model yields Te proﬁles in reasonable agreement (within <∼ 20%) where Te <∼ T crite .
However, “thermal run away” occurs in simulations without a sawtooth modeling the central, sawtooth-
ing region ρ <∼ 0.4 because the collisionless χpce decreases with increasing Te.
Comparisons with DIII-D “hybrid” discharges [8] at ρ ∼ 0.5 where Te >∼ 2.5 keV (> T crite  1.3 keV)
show [5] that χpce is a factor of 5–7 too small and has a diﬀerent proﬁle from χ
pb
e for these discharges,
which have micro-turbulence ﬂuctuations (presumably due to ITG modes) and 3/2 NTMs in them. Thus,
we conclude that for DIII-D ohmic-level plasmas the paleoclassical model predicts the χe magnitude and
proﬁle ( <∼ factor of 2) and Te proﬁle within the conﬁnement region — as long as Te <∼ T crite there.
There are, however, situations in DIII-D where χpce sets the minimum level of transport even when
Te >> T
crit
e . Figure 3 shows such a case; it was obtained with a bean-shaped cross-section DIII-D plasma
developed for sawtooth studies [9]. At the time shown (just before a sawtooth crash) it has Te(0)  2.5
keV >> T crite  1.3 keV. Also, Fig. 4 shows the core-averaged χe decays down to the paleoclassical level
just before the next sawtooth crash. In a corresponding oval-shaped DIII-D plasma the χpbe values were
a factor of 4–10 higher. The cause of the diﬀerent transport properties are not presently understood [9].
4. C-Mod Electron Heat Diﬀusivity, Critical Te Gradient And Power Flow
Alcator C-Mod operates at higher magnetic ﬁeld and thus has a higher T crite — about 1.6 keV for
B  5.3 T and a¯  0.27 m. A comparison of the χpce with the experimental χeﬀ , which includes both
electron and ion heat diﬀusivities, for a well-diagnosed H-mode discharge [10] is shown in Fig. 5. For this
discharge sawteeth inﬂuence ρ <∼ ρinv  0.35 and Te <∼ T crite  1.6 keV for ρ > 0.45. For this case χpce
agrees well with experimental data in all three regimes in (4): collisionless for ρ <∼ 0.45, collisional for
0.45 <∼ ρ <∼ 0.85 and edge for ρ >∼ 0.85. Similar agreement is also obtained for an L-mode discharge [10].
The original paleoclassical papers [1] noted that the paleoclassical electron heat transport operator in
(1) naturally includes a heat pinch or minimum temperature gradient eﬀect. Speciﬁc forms of them were
given [1a,1c] under the assumption that M +1 varies little with ρ. However, M varies signiﬁcantly for the
C-Mod data in Fig. 5 — from ∼ 20 for ρ <∼ 0.45 down to < 1 for ρ >∼ 0.85. Thus, attempts to compare
the critical Te gadient scale length in (58) of [1a] with the data in Fig. 5 failed, except for ρ > 0.85 where
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Figure 5: Electron heat diﬀusivity proﬁle for C-
Mod H-mode shot 960116027 [10].
Figure 6: Electron power ﬂow versus radius for
C-Mod H-mode shot 960116027 [10].
it should be valid (because M + 1 ∼ 1 there) and did represent the data. As a check on the form of the
paleoclassical transport operator, Fig. 6 shows that the volume integral of the ﬁrst form in (1) agrees
reasonably well with the experimental electron power ﬂow for the H-mode discharge [10] in Fig. 5.
5. Electron Internal Transport Barriers (eITBs) in RTP and JT-60U
Near a low order rational surface (e.g., q◦ ≡ m◦/n◦ = 2/1), n◦ ≡ πR¯q◦n◦ dominates in (2) and
M  n◦, which yields [1a,1c] electron “internal transport barriers” where χpce is smaller by (n◦+1)/nmax ∼
0.2–0.5 over widths determined by magnetic shear [1], as shown in Fig. 7. These features produce trans-
port barriers like those inferred [11] from the RTP “stair-step” experiments in which the central Te
decreased abruptly as radially highly localized ECH was moved radially outward (in steps <∼ 0.01 a) past
Figure 7: Modeling proﬁles for RTP ohmic dis-
charge: initially (blue), after 50 ms (red). Largest
eITBs are at q = 1/1, 2/1, 3/1 [12].
Figure 8: On axis Te as ECH deposition is moved
radially outward: RTP experiment (blue), paleo
modeling (red, orange) [12].
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Figure 9: Evolution of central Te, q for ECH
ρdep = 0.446 (red), 0.447 (blue): RTP experiment
(solid) and paleo modeling (dashed) [12].
Figure 10: Corresponding paleoclassical modeling
proﬁles of Te, q and χe for ECH ρdep = 0.446
(red), 0.447 (blue) in RTP [12].
low order rational surfaces. Modeling of such RTP discharges with twice χpce [12] is shown in Fig. 8.
[With 1×χpce only slightly higher Te(0) values and modiﬁed q proﬁles are obtained.] For most of these
cases Te <∼ T crite  0.7 keV over most of the plasma and the collisionless χpce is applicable for ρ <∼ 0.8.
The paleoclassical model results shown in Fig. 8 approximate the “stair step” details of the Te proﬁle
reasonably well. (However, the paleoclassical model does not reproduce the slightly hollow Te proﬁles
that are observed experimentally for far oﬀ axis ECH which modify the barrier locations a bit [12].) As in
the DIII-D dynamic modeling, “thermal runaway” occurs for ρ <∼ 0.25 (orange points in Fig. 8) — unless
a sawtooth Te relaxation model is used there (red points). The presence of eITBs at low order rational
surfaces requires plasmas to come into a steady equilibrium [11] — apparently on the slow magnetic
diﬀusion time scale. Paleoclassical modeling [12] of the evolution of two RTP plasmas with very closely
spaced ECH deposition radii is shown in Fig. 9. The corresponding Te, q and χpce proﬁles are shown in
Fig. 10. The position sensitivity, temporal behavior and sharp transport bifurcations are well represented
by the modeling of these cases in which the magnetic ﬁeld diﬀusion time is τη ≡ a2/6Dη(ρ = 0) ∼ 20 ms.
Similarly, the original paleoclassical papers [1] proposed that the strong eITBs produced in JT-60U
[13] were induced by an oﬀ-axis minimum in q being at a low order rational surface causing a small
χpce ∼ n◦Dη there. While such an eﬀect may help initiate an eITB, it is not relevant in fully developed
JT-60U eITBs. Rather, the strong reversed shear inside qmin decreases the collisionless χpce ∼ (q′)−1/2
there. Then, if the anomalous transport due to micro-turbulence is negligible, χpce can produce the low,
irreducible minimum level of electron heat transport. An example of this for a strong eITB in JT-60U,
for which T crite  2.4 keV, is shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The TRANSP analysis (Fig. 12) shows that the
eITB occurs primarily inside the qmin surface at ρ  0.575 and that the reduction in χe there is well
represented by the paleoclassical model in this JT-60U discharge in which a “reduction in the size of the
turbulent structures is observed ... during the evolution of the internal transport barrier” [14]. Strongly
reversed magnetic shear can also be important in the core of NSTX plasmas — see 7. below.
6. H-Mode Edge Te Pedestals in DIII-D
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 5 show that as ρ approaches the separatrix, χpce is ﬁrst in the collisional regime
where χpce ∝ T 1/2e /neq decreases with increasing ρ. Further out where λe < πRq, M < 1 and χpce ∝ T−3/2e
increases as Te decreases further. Edge pedestal ne and Te proﬁles are shown in Fig. 13 for a well-diagnosed
DIII-D H-mode discharge with 36 ms between ELM crashes. Figure 14 shows a comparison of χpce with
results from an integrated transport analysis code [15] of an analogous DIII-D shot 92976 which had a
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Figure 11: JT-60U Te, q proﬁles for a strong
eITB, which is inside of qmin at ρ  0.575.
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Figure 12: Comparison of TRANSP and paleo-
classical χe for the JT-60U case in Fig. 11.
higher pedestal npede  4.3×1019 m−3 but lower T pede  300 eV. The paleoclassical χe compares favorably
with the experimentally inferred χe, especially in the near separatrix region (ρ > 0.96) where χpce ∝ T−3/2e .
The increasing χpce in the near separatrix region causes the Te proﬁle to have positive curvature (i.e.,
∂2Te/∂ρ
2 > 0), outside the Te “symmetry point” at ρ = 0.978 in Fig. 13. This aspect of the paleoclassical
model is critical for producing appropriate modeling [16] of the edge Te pedestal, as illustrated in Fig. 15.
Speciﬁc paleoclassical model predictions have been developed for Te proﬁle properties in an H-mode
edge pedestal region [17]. Since in the near separatrix region M < 1 and neTeDη ∝ ne/T 1/2e , integrating
the ﬁrst equation in (1) from the separatrix inward the paleoclassical model predicts [17] Te ∝ n2e or
ηe ≡ d lnTe/d lnne = 2, in agreeement with ASDEX-U [18] and DIII-D data very close to the separatrix
(Te <∼ 200 eV) [17]. This relation applies up to the point (ρ  0.95 in Fig. 14) where λe <∼ πR¯q/2 so that
M <∼ 0.5, beyond which χpce stops decreasing so strongly and/or reaches a minimum causing a maximum
|∇Te|. Moving further inward from the separatrix, χpce increases into the collisional regime. The pedestal
Te is then determined by balancing paleoclassical transport against gyro-Bohm-scaled anomalous electron
heat transport, which yields a prediction of βpede ≡ npede T pede /(B2/2µ0)  (0.032/f#A1/2i )(a/R0q)(ηnc‖ /η0)
which is reasonably consistent with DIII-D pedestal data for f# ∼ 1 [17] — see Fig. 16.
ne (1020/m3)
Te (keV)
Ti (keV)
ρN
Figure 13: Edge pedestal ne and Te proﬁles for
DIII-D shot 98889, averaged over 80–90% of time
to next ELM crash, around 4500 ms.
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Figure 14: Transport analysis χe in DIII-D
pedestal depends on electron fraction of power
ﬂowing through separatrix (Qe/Q)sep [15].
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Figure 15: ASTRA modeling of the DIII-D dis-
charge in Fig. 13 with paleoclassical model [16].
Figure 16: Database study of the paleoclassical-
predicted βpede versus (a/Rq) (η
pc
‖ /η0) in DIII-D.
7. Non-tokamak Experiments: ST/NSTX, RFP/MST, Spheromak/SSPX
The paleoclassical model [1a,1c] applies to axisymmetric toroidal current-carrying plasmas of all
types — spherical tokamaks (STs), reversed ﬁeld pinches (RFPs), and spheromaks — in regions where
2, B2p/B
2
t << 1. Figure 17 shows that the paleoclassical model captures the decrease in core χe caused
by moderately reversed shear (q′ < 0 for ρ < 0.45) in an ohmic-level NSTX L-mode plasma, analogous
to the ρ < 0.6 JT-60U results in Fig. 12. The dotted line in Fig. 17 indicates the region where the zero
shear, max{nmax} formula at the end of (2) has been used. Figure 18 shows the ratio of the TRANSP
analysis χe to the paleoclassical χpce at ρ = 0.65 for a variety L-mode NSTX discharges from the 2004
and 2005 campaigns. Two points about it are notable: 1) since all the data have ratios of about unity
or greater the paleoclassical χpce is setting the irreducible minimum electron thermal diﬀusivity; and 2)
χe is at the paleoclassical level for Te less than about 0.65 B2/3 keV, but often above it for larger Te.
Similar comparisons for higher heating power NSTX H-modes [19] ﬁnd that: the TRANSP χe usually
signiﬁcantly exceeds χpce throughout the plasma, their minimum ratio is never below 0.5, has a mean of
about 4 and ranges up to 13; and all have Te/B2/3 ≥ 0.5 keV. Since for these NSTX discharges κ  1.9
and a¯  0.8 m, this implies that for these discharges T crite  0.55–0.72 B2/3a¯1/2, which is less than a
factor of two smaller than (5) or alternatively indicate f# ∼ 1–2.
For quiescent RFP plasmas such as those in MST PPCD discharges [20], the magnetic ﬂuctuations due
to tearing modes are reduced; thus, the magnetic-ﬂutter induced transport is reduced and the electron
heat transport is reduced to tokamak levels. Figure 19 shows that the χe in these PPCD discharges is
less than an order of magnitude above and has approximately the same shape as the paleoclassical χpce .
Figure 17: TRANSP and paleoclassical χe for an
L-mode NSTX reversed shear plasma [19].
χ e
/χ
pc
NSTX
L-mode
r/a=0.65
2
0
0 500 1000
Te/BT
2/3 (eV/T2/3)
4
Figure 18: Ratio of TRANSP to paleoclassical χe
vs. T crite parameter for NSTX L-modes.
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creases; paleoclassical may limit at high Te [21].
In the SSPX spheromak [21], as shown in Fig. 20, in Te ∼ 100 eV plasmas n = 1 magnetic ﬂuctuations
are present and produce a magnetic-ﬂutter level χe (RR = Rechester-Rosenbluth). As Te is increased (via
magnetic ﬂux increases), magnetic ﬂuctuations and χe decrease. As indicated in Fig. 20, for Te >∼ 200
eV the (collisional regime) paleoclassical χpce may set the lower limit on electron heat transport.
8. Conclusions About Paleoclassical Transport
From these studies, we conclude that paleoclassical transport sets the irreducible minimum (factor
∼ 2) electron heat transport in many resistive, current-carrying toroidal plasmas — when not exceeded
by ﬂuctuation-induced transport due to RBMs for Te <∼ 300 eV in L-mode plasmas, drift-type micro-
turbulence (ITGs, TEMs, ETGs) for Te >∼ T crite ≡ B2/3a¯1/2keV (∼ 0.7–2.4 keV in present devices but
∼ 5 keV in ITER) or magnetic ﬂuctuations (Rechester-Rosenbluth χe), or core (ρ <∼ 0.4) sawtooth eﬀects.
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